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Abstract
Context: Quality requirements (QRs) describe the desired quality of software, and they play an important role in the
success of software projects. In agile software development (ASD), QRs are often ill-defined and not well addressed
due to the focus on quickly delivering functionality. Rapid software development (RSD) approaches (e.g., continuous
delivery and continuous deployment), which shorten delivery times, are more prone to neglect QRs. Despite the
significance of QRs in both ASD and RSD, there is limited synthesized knowledge on their management in those
approaches.
Objective: This study aims to synthesize state-of-the-art knowledge about QR management in ASD and RSD,
focusing on three aspects: bibliometric, strategies, and challenges.
Research method: Using a systematic mapping study with a snowballing search strategy, we identified and structured
the literature on QR management in ASD and RSD.
Results: We found 156 primary studies: 106 are empirical studies, 16 are experience reports, and 34 are theoretical
studies. Security and performance were the most commonly reported QR types. We identified various QR
management strategies: 74 practices, 43 methods, 13 models, 12 frameworks, 11 advices, 10 tools, and 7 guidelines.
Additionally, we identified 18 categories and 4 non-recurring challenges of managing QRs. The limited ability of
ASD to handle QRs, time constraints due to short iteration cycles, limitations regarding the testing of QRs and
neglect of QRs were the top categories of challenges.
Conclusion: Management of QRs is significant in ASD and is becoming important in RSD. This study identified
research gaps, such as the need for more tools and guidelines, lightweight QR management strategies that fit short
iteration cycles, investigations of the link between QRs challenges and technical debt, and extension of empirical
validation of existing strategies to a wider context. It also synthesizes QR management strategies and challenges,
which may be useful for practitioners.
Keywords: Quality requirements, non-functional requirements, agile software development, rapid software
development, systematic mapping study, systematic literature reviews
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1. Introduction
In the current era, which is characterized by continuous technological breakthroughs, high quality has become
imperative for the acceptance of software systems. Non-secure business applications, unreliable Internet of Things
platforms, or inefficient 5G-based systems can no longer survive in the context of pervasive IT. Evidence supports these
claims; market prospects indicate that up to 26% of firms’ IT budgets are dedicated to software quality assurance and
testing, and they predict an increase to 33% in the next three years [1]. In addition, some studies have shown the impact
of overlooking quality-related aspects on the costs of software development and maintenance [2–4]. For instance,
Ramesh et al. [3] reported that overlooking quality-related aspects in the early stages of development resulted in
degradation of system quality and required redevelopment of the whole system.
However, software quality is elusive [5]; it is not easy to define or measure. In this context, quality requirements (QRs)
play a crucial role in dealing with quality. QRs are the desired qualities of a system to be developed, such as
maintainability, reliability, availability, usability, and integrity [6]. Although QRs have some similarities to their
functional counterpart—namely, functional requirements—they are unique in other respects, including their meaning,
how they are expressed, and how they are measured. While these challenges exist regardless of the approach used to
develop software, they are particularly prominent in agile software development (ASD) which entail incremental and
iterative software development methods guided by agile manifesto [7], and rapid software development (RSD)1. ASD
methods (e.g. Scrum, and XP), and RSD approaches (e.g. continuous deployment, continuous delivery, and DevOps,
which extend ASD’ capability by shortening the time to delivery of software), are widely adopted throughout the
industry because they place focus on continuous delivery of valuable software and customer satisfaction [8,9]. In such
approaches, functional requirements tend to be favored over QRs [8,10,11], leading QRs to be improperly documented
[12]. Consequently, quality aspects, such as system security, performance, and usability, are often compromised [3].
Neglecting QRs introduces bottlenecks in ASD [13] and RSD processes. Specifically, Bellomo et al. [14] reveal how
neglecting QRs in early phases of development may compromise performance and stability. Additionally, inadequate or
missing knowledge of QRs and functional requirements often incur technical debt in ASD, leading to the need for
rework, and increased maintenance costs [4]. Technical debt due to QRs results in quality issues that become difficult to
test in later phases [15]. In this regard, systematic management of QRs is important.
Despite the need to better understand the management of QRs in ASD and RSD, the body of knowledge on this topic is
not well structured. While there are secondary studies [10,11,16–22] that examine state-of-the-art of requirements
engineering (RE) in the context of ASD, only Alsaqaf et al. [10] and Villamizar et al. [22] specifically focused on QRs.
However, Alsaqaf et al. [10] did so only in the context of large-scale ASD, whereas Villamizar et al. [22] examined
only how security is handled in ASD. Existing secondary studies of RSD [8,23–25] also do not specifically focus on
QRs. This makes it difficult for researchers and practitioners to obtain a clear understanding of QRs and their
management in ASD and RSD. Uncovering important QRs in such contexts, related challenges and gaps would be
beneficial. In this paper, we aim to fill this research gap by systematically identifying, structuring, analyzing, and
assessing the quality of the scientific literature on management of QRs in ASD and RSD. In short, our systematic
mapping study (SMS) has the following aims:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To identify and classify the existing scientific research on management of QRs in ASD and RSD.
To assess the quality of existing empirical work on the topic in terms of research rigor and industrial relevance.
To identify and classify QR management strategies in ASD and RSD.
To identify and classify the challenges of managing QRs in ASD and RSD.

Our work contributes to the existing body of knowledge on RE in ASD and RSD. For academia, we identify important
research gaps that need further investigation, such as tools and guidelines for managing QRs, lightweight QR
management strategies that can be used with short iteration cycles, the link between QRs and technical debt, and
empirical validation of existing strategies in a wider context. Practitioners can utilize the findings of this study to
improve their understanding of QR management in ASD and RSD. Consequently, they may address and eventually
overcome the quality-related issues that arise in ASD and RSD. In such scenarios, it is important they assess the
relevance and applicability of the management strategies in their development contexts. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background and related work on the topic. Section 3 presents the research
1

RSD refers to rapid and continuous software engineering approaches that are an evolutionary step away from ASD
and focus on an organization’s capability to develop, release, and learn from software in rapid parallel cycles, such as
those lasting for hours, days, or a few weeks [8,23,47].
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methodology followed to conduct the SMS. Section 4 presents the findings of the research. Section 5 discusses the
implications of the findings. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes the study.

2. Background and related work
This section presents some background information about QRs and their management in ASD and RSD. Moreover, it
presents secondary studies on agile requirement engineering and RSD.
2.1 Quality requirements
A QR is defined as “a requirement that pertains to a quality concern that is not covered by functional requirements”
[26]. QRs play a crucial role in the success of software systems. Failure to properly deal with them may result in
increased cost or longer time-to-market [27,28]. The definition above, which relies upon functional requirements, has
led to the widespread use of the term non-functional requirement (NFR). Mylopoulos et al. [29] defined NFRs as “…
global requirements on [the system] development or operational cost, performance, reliability, maintainability,
portability, robustness, and the like.” Other terms, such as “extra-functional requirement” [30] or those ending in “ilities” [31] have also been proposed in the literature, although they are not as commonly adopted as QR and NFR. The
lack of consolidation of the terminology and ontological meaning of this class of requirements is well known and
reported in several works [32]. In our study, we consider all the terminology to be equivalent and use QR as a
representative term. As our goal is to provide a broad view of QRs, this will help ensure that we do not leave out any
work that contributes to the topic under exploration.
It is important to understand which aspects are addressed by QRs in practice. In the 1970s and 1980s, researchers such
as Boehm [33], McCall [34], and Roman [35] as well as organizations such as Rome Air Development Center [36]
proposed their own taxonomies of QRs. For example, ISO/IEC published the 9126-1 standard [37], which was later
updated and referred to as the 25010 standard [38]. The latter can be considered the most widespread method of
defining, categorizing, and managing QRs. ISO/IEC 25010 comprises eight quality categories—functional suitability,
performance efficiency, compatibility, usability, reliability, security, maintainability, and portability—which are
subdivided into subcategories. For instance, the subcategories of functional suitability are functional completeness,
functional correctness, and functional appropriateness. However, the standard does not capture some aspects well, such
as those related to non-technical quality aspects (e.g., those relating to licensing or product support) [39], transversal
aspects (e.g., dependability), or other characteristics that have become mainstream in modern IT systems (e.g.,
transparency and sustainability).
One focus of this SMS is uncovering the challenges associated with QR management. Given the elusive nature of
software quality [5], several studies have addressed this topic. Kitchenham and Pfleeger [5] asked respondents to rank
quality issues by selecting the three most important issues from a list. Their results show that the ranking, from most to
least important, is as follows: specifying QRs objectively, setting up quality management systems, achieving
operational qualities, measuring quality achievements, and agreeing with customers about what quality means.
Svensson et al.’s systematic review [40] reported difficulties in eliciting QRs, dependency on the context and market
when quantifying QRs, and possible misalignments among stakeholders while considering QRs. Regarding
misalignments, which are closely related to the lack of ontological agreement mentioned above, Ameller et al. [41]
investigated software architects’ understanding of QR ontology. They found that misalignments were due to an inability
to interpret some terms (e.g., “accuracy”), wrong use of terms (e.g., “friendly” instead of “usable”), and wrong
definition of well-established terms (e.g., defining “maintainability” as “when something is working, we cannot make
changes”). In this study and a subsequent paper, Ameller et al. [42] achieved insights into decision-making related to
QR elicitation, documentation, and validation from the perspective of software architects. Our study extends the
knowledge base by investigating the challenges associated with QRs in ASD and RSD, which have become more
prominent in recent years. The next subsection discusses this topic.
2.2 Agile and rapid software development
ASD refers to software development methods that are driven by 12 principles and four values proposed in the agile
manifesto [7]. It focuses on “individuals and interactions over processes and tools, working software over
comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration over contract negotiations and responding to change over
following a plan” [7]. Some examples of ASD methods include Scrum, XP, and feature-driven development (FDD).
ASD’ ability to create business value, embrace changes in requirements, and enable fast delivery of software have led to
their popularity [43–45], and surveys reveal that it is now well-established in the software industry [1,9,46]. During the
last few years, rapid and continuous software engineering (SE) approaches have also become popular. RSD can be
understood as a step away from ASD as it aims to minimize the gap between development and deployment. It refers to
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an organization’s capability to develop, release, and learn from software in rapid parallel cycles, which are often as
short as hours or days [8,23,47]. RSD builds on well-known agile practices such as continuous integration and fast
value delivery, adding new software development approaches such as DevOps, further automation, and continuous and
rapid experimentation. As the software industry’s interest in RSD increases, so does the number of scientific studies in
this area [47].
Management of requirements in ASD and RSD is quite different compared to traditional RE approaches. For example,
RE is a continuous activity that occurs over the lifetime of a system and enables requirements to change, even late in the
development process. Moreover, ASD and RSD are more dynamic and involve small iterations and frequent releases.
This new flexible and dynamic way of managing requirements has posed new challenges and led to many research
contributions in the area, particularly concerning the management of QRs.
Agile RE has been widely explored in recent years, and interest in performing secondary studies on the topic has
increased [10,11,16–18]. However, despite the significance of managing QRs in ASD and RSD [10,11,16–18], the body
of knowledge on the management of QRs in ASD and RSD is not yet comprehensively understood.
2.3 Related secondary studies
Several secondary studies have analyzed the literature on RE in ASD. Table 1 presents these studies in chronological
order. However, most of these secondary studies (except the studies performed by Alsaqaf et al. [10] and Villamizar et
al. [22]) have primarily reported on functional requirements, and QRs are only a marginal topic in their primary studies
(see the third column in Table 1. In addition, the search strategies of existing secondary studies are not targeted at
studies on QRs. As further discussed in Section 3, one of the challenges of searching for studies on QRs is that many do
not use general terms, such as QR, NFR, or RE, instead referring directly to the QR in question (e.g. security, usability).
Thus, designing an accurate search string to automatically search for these studies is very laborious, as it requires many
specific terms for QRs [10].
Except Alsaqaf et al. [10] and Villamizar et al. [22], existing secondary studies only superficially discuss QRs, or do not
discuss them at all. Some highlight the limitations of agile methods when managing QRs and the risks of neglecting
QRs [11,16–18,21], and some identify strategies for managing QRs in ASD, such as the AFFINE framework,
NORMAP, and SENoR [11]. Others explicitly include QRs in the user story definition [20] and techniques for
managing usability in agile [19,48]. However, no secondary studies analyze these strategies comprehensively.
Villamizar et al. [22], investigated how security is handled in ASD and identified approaches that introduce artifacts and
guidelines to handle security issues. Alsaqaf et al. [10], focused on identifying agile practices for engineering QRs in
large-scale distributed agile projects, the challenges associated with QRs, and potential solutions to cope with the
identified QR challenges in agile projects. They found 13 agile RE practices for managing QRs (e.g., face-face
communication, frequent requirement prioritization, user stories, product grooming, test-driven development, and pair
programming) and 12 associated challenges (e.g., lack of a requirement traceability mechanism, focus on delivering
functionality at the cost of architecture flexibility, and product owner’s lack of knowledge about QRs). They also found
13 emerging solutions (e.g., SENoR, ACRUM, and SCRUM frameworks). Despite the fact that Alsaqaf et al. [10]
provided interesting insights, their focus on large-scale distributed agile projects and limited number of primary studies
(the study is based on 60 primary studies, while our study found 156 primary studies on the topic) limit their results.
Regarding the way in which QRs are managed in RSD, it has not been examined in any of the previous secondary
studies of RSD [8,23–25].
Compared to other related secondary studies, our study provides more concrete contributions to the literature, including
the following:
●
●

●
●
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A more complete list of primary studies (published until July 2019), on the topic (regarding not only ASD but
also RSD contexts).
A comprehensible and cohesive analysis of the literature on strategies and challenges for managing QRs in
ASD. Our SMS provides a more exhaustive analysis of the literature, in which
○ QR management strategies (74 practices, 43 methods, 13 models, 12 frameworks, 11 pieces of advices,
10 tools, and 7 guidelines) are synthesized and
○ 18 categories and four non-recurring challenges are discovered.
An appendix that lists each strategy and its original source, which can be used as an index of the scientific
literature on managing QRs in ASD and RSD. This is particularly useful for practitioners.
A mapping of QR management strategies and challenges that shows which challenges were the targets of each
of the strategies.

Table 1 Comparison between this study and related secondary studies

Secondary
study

Goal

Number of
primary
studies

Search
period

Research questions

Contributions to
management of QRs

Our SMS

To identify and structure
the state of the art of QRs
management in ASD and
RSD

Total:128 on
QRs

Until July
2019

Villamizar
et al.[22]

To understand approaches
proposed to handle
security requirements in
ASD

Total:21 on
QRs
(security)

2005 2017

Curcio et al.
[16]

To have a better
understanding of RE in
ASD.

Total: 104
On QRs:10

2001March
2017

Focus on ASD and RSD,
62 practices, 38 methods, 12
models, 9 tools, 9 advices, 7
frameworks, and 4 guidelines for
managing QRs.
19 challenges of managing QRs.
Focus on handling security in
ASD. Identified approaches
introducing new artifacts, modify
agile methods, propose
guidelines, tools and frameworks
to handle security in ASD.
Identified lack of research on SR
verification and validation,
limited tool support and lack of
empirical evaluations as research
gap?
Identified neglecting QRs as a
general gap. No particular focus
on QRs except high-level
discussion on the topic.

Alsaqaf et
al. [10]

To identify challenges in
the engineering of QRs in
large-scale distributed
Agile projects, the Agile
practices that have
contributed to the
emergence of these
challenges and the
proposed solutions.

Total: 60
On QRs: 60

Jan 2002 April 2016

RQ1. How is the research on QRs management
characterized in the context of ASD and RSD?
RQ2. What strategies for managing QRs in ASD
and RSD does the scientific literature report?
RQ3. What are the existing challenges of
managing QRs in ASD and RSD?
RQ1: In the context of which agile methods have
the approaches been proposed?
RQ2: Which RE phases do the approaches
address?
RQ3: How are SR handled in each approach?
RQ4: What is the research type facets of the
approaches?
RQ5: Which kind of empirical evaluation have
been performed?
RQ6: What are the limitations faced by the
identified approaches?
RQ1: On which RE topics are the researches on
RE in ASD concentrated_
RQ2: What are the gaps concerning the RE in the
context of ASD?
RQ3: What obstacles do the agile RE is facing
(environment, people and resources)?
RQ1: What are the agile practices used to engineer
QRs in ALSD settings, according to published
literature?
RQ2: What QRs challenges have been reported in
agile projects, in general?
RQ3: What are the existing solutions to cope with
neglected QRs in agile RE in general (not only in
ALSD), as per RE literature?

Schön et al.
[11]

Synthesize the state of the
art of RE in ASD, with a
focus on stakeholder and
user involvement.

Total: 60
On QRs: 13

20072015

Heck and
Zaidman
[20]

To investigate what
quality criteria exist for
assessing the correctness
of written agile
requirements?
To investigate RE
practices in ASD and
challenges on agile RE.

Total: 16
On QRs: 5

20012014

RQ1: What approaches exist, which involve
stakeholders in the process of RE and are
compatible with ASD?
RQ2: Which agile methodologies, which are
capable of presenting the user perspective to
stakeholders, can be found?
RQ3: What are the common ways for requirements
management in ASD?
RQ1, Which are the known quality criteria for
agile requirements specification?

Total: 22
On QRs: 4

20002015

RQ1: What are the agile RE practices?
RQ2: What are Agile methodology RE challenges?

To investigate the QR
specifications in ASD and
build an explanatory
model about it.
To investigate integration
of ASD and user-centered
design.

Total: 22
On QRs: --

--

RQ1: How is the quality of software requirements
specification affected in agile software
development?

Total: 161
(all of them
on usercentered
design)
Total: 28
On QRs: 2

Until Oct.
2015

RQ1: What is the current state of integration
between agile processes and usability?

Focus on usability and strategies
for managing usability in ASD
(e.g. AGILEUX, Lean UX, and
XSBD).

Until Sept.
2014

Ignoring QRs and implementing
QR relying on tacit knowledge
identified as a general challenge.
However, no particular focus on
QRs (or NFRs).

Total: 21
On QRs: 5

2002- June
2013

Total: 22
On QRs: --

Until 2013

Total: 58 (all
of them on
user-centered
design)

Until 2010

RQ1: What has been researched regarding
requirements engineering in an agile context?
RQ2: What are the reported key benefits of agile
RE?
RQ3: What are the reported problems and
corresponding solutions related to agile RE?
RQ1: What are the adopted practices of agile RE
according to published empirical studies?
RQ2: What are the challenges of traditional RE
that are resolved by agile RE?
RQ3: What are the practical challenges of agile
RE?
RQ: How the requirements engineering has been
conducted in projects that adopt agile
methodologies?
RQ1: How are usability issues addressed in Agile
projects?
RQ2: What are common practices to address
usability issues in Agile methods?

Elghariani
and Kama
[21]

Medeiros et
al. [49]

Magues et
al. [19]

Heikkila et
al. [17]

To have a better
understanding of RE in
ASD

Inayat et al.
[18]

To map RE practices
adopted and challenges
faced by agile teams to
understand how traditional
RE issues are resolved
using agile RE
To investigate how RE is
used in projects that adopt
Agile
To investigate integration
of ASD and user-centered
design approaches.

Medeiros et
al. [50]
Silva et al.
[48]
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Focus on large-scale distributed
Agile settings. The study
identified 13 practices for
engineering requirements in
general (the authors interpret
these practices as ways of coping
with QRs).
12 challenges in agile project that
harm QRs; and 13 solutions
proposed to overcome the
identified challenges.
Some problems related to the
treatment of NFRs in ASD are
uncovered (neglected NFRs and
lack of formal acceptance tests).
Identified 3 strategies for
managing QRs in ASD (AFFINE
framework, NORMAP and
SENoR).
NFRs should be included as part
of the definition of User Stories.
Architecture criteria should be
identified for a User Story to be
considered Ready.
Neglecting QRs identified as a
general challenge. However, no
particular focus on QRs (or
NFRs) but only high-level
discussion on the topic.
No focus on QRs (NFRs)

Neglecting QRs identified as a
general challenge. However, no
particular focus on QRs (or
NFRs) but only high-level
discussion on the topic.
No focus on QRs o QRs

Focus on usability and techniques
for user-centered design in Agile.

3. Research methodology
We performed an SMS following the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham et al. [51] and Peterson et al. [52]. We also
adopted the snowballing guidelines proposed by Wohlin [53] to systematically search primary studies. SMS allows one
to structure the evidence regarding a domain in which there is limited evidence or a broad topic [51]. Thus, in our study,
SMS enabled us to structure the broad research on QR management in ASD. It was also suitable for determining and
structuring the limited evidence on QR management in the context of RSD. The following subsections describe the
steps of the SMS procedure performed in our study.
3.1 Defining research questions
The main objective of the study is to determine and structure QR management in order to understand it with respect to
strategies and challenges from the viewpoint of researchers and SE practitioners in the context of ASD and RSD.
Bearing this objective in mind, our SMS provided answers to the following research questions (RQs):




RQ1. How is the research on QR management characterized in the context of ASD and RSD?
RQ2. Which strategies for managing QRs in ASD and RSD have been reported in the scientific literature?
RQ3. What are the existing challenges associated with managing QRs in ASD and RSD?

Through the first RQ, we aim to identify and structure the QR management literature, by focusing on bibliometric of the
primary studies. We also aim to investigate the quality of empirical primary studies, in order to identify gaps regarding
quality of primary studies. With the second RQ, we aim to identify and classify existing QR management strategies in
the literature that researchers and practitioners may utilize to further investigate and address QR challenges,
respectively. With the third RQ, we aim to identify open research questions and challenges related to management of
QRs in order to establish a roadmap for future work.
3.2 Conducting the search
This section describes the search process, which involves two steps: identifying the start set of papers and snowballing
(i.e., performing iterative backward and forward snowballing on the start set of papers to determine the primary
studies). Fig. 1 describes the search process.
A key characteristic of this SMS is its search strategy. The most popular search strategy among secondary studies
involves performing search queries in databases by using search strings, as discussed by Kitchenham et al. [51]. The
idea is to form a strong search string that applies to all the research covering a specific topic and use it in several
databases to obtain a holistic and unbiased view of the topic. Therefore, the challenge is to create a proper search string
that allows for an unbiased secondary study. This search strategy is inconvenient for topics for which it is not possible
to formulate a strong search string (e.g., many terms used for the same concept, which was a challenge in our case) or
primary studies are not included in databases (e.g., grey literature, industrial results) [54].
An alternative is to use a start set of papers (i.e., an initial set of relevant papers on the topic that are included to achieve
an unbiased view of the research) and apply a rigorous snowballing process to identify more studies. The snowballing
search strategy involves iterative backward and forward snowballing on the start set of papers to create a list of primary
studies. Backward snowballing uses the reference list of a paper to identify more studies, whereas forward snowballing
uses the studies citing a given paper to identify additional studies [53]. The problems associated with this search
strategy are the time required to perform a rigorous snowballing process and identifying a good start set of papers.
The field of QR management in ASD and RSD, as reported by previous secondary studies, is characterized by the
following:
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There is a very strong set of studies investigating RE in ASD. Indeed, existing secondary studies have already
looked for primary studies on RE in ASD using search queries in databases (see Section 2.3), and they have
considered both functional requirements and QRs. Therefore, the primary studies identified by these secondary
studies can be used to build a tentative start set of papers for snowballing.
Defining an accurate search string is very challenging because primary studies do not consistently use terms
such as “QR”, but terminology related to the specific QR (e.g., “maintainability” and “security”). Alsaqaf et al.
[10], who used the search string “((Agile OR agility) AND (Requirements OR non-functional requirements OR
non-functional OR quality requirements OR quality attributes OR quality)),” faced by this issue: “We assume
that there may well be many more publications that took such a specific QRs perspective, however we did not
hit them in Scopus because our search string was not designed for this purpose.”



Defining search strings maybe difficult while considering terms such as “agility” as synonyms of ASD. Other
disciplines use the term “agility” which creates a lot of noise in the search process. Thus, an additional filter
must be applied when using databases, which may lead one to miss relevant research that is not classified
properly.

For these reasons, we believe that a method involving a starting set of papers based on previous secondary studies on
RE in ASD and RSD as well as snowballing was more suitable and much stronger than one involving a limited search
string. Indeed, the search process with snowballing found many new primary studies compared to related secondary
studies.

Fig. 1. Conducting the search

3.2.1 Identifying the start set
In order to identify the start set of papers, we performed the following steps: (1) build a tentative start set, (2) set and
pilot inclusion/exclusion criteria on the tentative start set, (3) apply inclusion/exclusion criteria to create the start set and
(4) Review included papers to ensure their contribution to the topic.
1. Build the tentative start set
We used the primary studies identified in secondary studies on RE in ASD [11,17,18,20] and RSD [8,23,24] to build a
tentative start set. We collected 195 primary studies from the aforementioned 7 secondary studies. Of these, we
excluded 21 exact duplicates. As a result, the tentative start set was comprised of 174 studies.
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2. Set and pilot inclusion/exclusion criteria on the tentative start set
We set the inclusion and exclusion criteria to select the start set of papers from the tentative start set.
The inclusion criteria were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Scientific studies that contribute to the body of knowledge of QRs in ASD or RSD (i.e., those that discuss
different aspects of QRs in the context of ASD or RSD).
Scientific studies published in journals, workshops, conferences, and book chapters
Peer-reviewed publications and book chapters
Publications written in English

Exclusion criteria:
•

•
•
•
•

Scientific studies that do not contribute to the body of knowledge of QRs in ASD or RSD (e.g., those that only
mention or discuss QRs in a context other than ASD or RSD or those that only mention specific practices of
ASD or RSD without further discussion of QRs)
Books, blogs, short papers, tutorials, and so on
Secondary studies (i.e., SLRs and SMSs)
Exact duplicates of another study
Publication in a language other than English

Six researchers piloted the inclusion/exclusion criteria in two rounds with 36 randomly selected studies from the
tentative start set. In the first pilot round, all six researchers agreed to include 2 papers and exclude 8 papers. However,
their decisions for the other 26 studies differed. Specifically, there were differences in the way the inclusion criteria
were understood (e.g., which papers contribute to the body of knowledge of QR management in ASD or RSD and how
short papers were defined). We discussed and resolved the issues and then updated the inclusion criteria to clarify the
misunderstandings. Then, we piloted the inclusion and exclusion criteria again. In the second pilot, the researchers
agreed to include 13 studies and exclude 23 studies.
3. Apply the inclusion/exclusion criteria to create the start set
After validating the inclusion/exclusion criteria, we divided the remaining 138 studies into 3 groups of 46 studies. In
each group, two researchers applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria to the 46 studies individually and compared their
results. This helped minimize researcher bias. When the two researchers disagreed regarding the inclusion of a paper,
we conducted a voting workshop [55], where all six researchers reviewed the paper, discussed and voted to resolve the
disagreement.
During this step, 24 studies were included from all three groups. There were four studies that provoked disagreement
between the two researchers. Consequently, we had a voting workshop where all six researchers reviewed the 4 studies,
and decided to include only one study. Thus, in total, we included 25 studies.
4. Review inclusion of papers to ensure contribution
Before moving on to the snowballing process, we wanted to make sure that the 38 included studies (13 from the piloting
step and 25 from the current step) clearly contribute to the research topic. Therefore, we randomly distributed and
reviewed the 38 studies by mapping their findings to our research questions. This led us to revise our decisions
regarding the inclusion of five studies. Therefore, the start set of papers used for snowballing included 33 studies.
3.2.2 Snowballing
In this study, we applied the snowballing guidelines for systematic reviews proposed by Wohlin [53] to search for and
identify primary studies. We performed backward and forward snowballing on the start set (33 studies) to identify
additional primary studies. For this purpose, we divided the 33 studies into three groups. In order to facilitate the
snowballing process, we used a shared spreadsheet that allowed the researchers to track their progress. As we were
working in a distributed environment, this helped ensure that no redundant work was done; researchers could avoid
working on the same paper simultaneously, and they did not need to wait for their colleagues’ results to continue the
snowballing process.
We used Google Scholar citations to perform forward snowballing and the reference lists of studies to conduct
backward snowballing. Initially, the search was performed between June 2017 and November 2017. During this period,
we included 95 additional studies, 69 identified from forward snowballing and 26 identified from backward
snowballing. Thus, in total, we found 128 primary studies (33 in the start set and 95 from snowballing). Later on, we
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performed a supplementary snowballing search (forward and backward snowballing) to include primary studies
published between November 2017 and July 2019 and included 28 more studies. Therefore, finally we found a total of
156 primary studies, see here2 for the full list due to space limitations.
3.3 Data extraction
We used an Excel spreadsheet to extract data. We defined the properties of data that address our research questions
regarding bibliometric, QR management strategies, and challenges. Appendix A presents a detailed description of the
data properties.
Before starting data extraction, we performed two rounds of piloting for our data extraction form. The first round, in
which five primary studies were included, enabled us to improve our initial data extraction form and clarify our
understanding of the data properties. Then, we performed a second pilot round including five new primary studies. In
this round, we achieved more than 75% agreement on the extracted data properties. Finally, we performed data
extraction on 156 primary studies.
For data extraction, we divided the 156 studies into three groups. For each group, two researchers individually
performed data extraction on half of the studies. Additionally, each of the six researchers crosschecked the data
extracted by the other researcher in his or her group with the findings of a primary study. This step helped ensure
correct extraction of data and minimize human error.
3.4 Quality assessment
We adapted Ivarsson and Gorschek’s [56] industrial quality assessment model to assess the quality of empirical primary
studies (i.e., their research rigor and industrial relevance). According to Ivarsson and Gorschek [56], research rigor is
evaluated by examining the study design, study context, and validity. We evaluated the reporting of these aspects using
the following rating: weak (0), medium (0.5), and strong (1). For instance, while assessing validity aspect of research
rigor of a primary study, if the study provided detailed description of threats to validity of the study (e.g. internal,
external, construct, and conclusion) and ways to mitigate the threats we scored 1 for the validity aspect. In cases, where
the validity was described to some extent (e.g. described without details of mitigation), we scored 0.5 and when there
was no description of validity we scored 0. We calculated the total research rigor as the sum of the values of all aspects
(study design, study context and validity). Industrial relevance refers to the realism of the study environment in terms of
the subjects, the context, the scalability, and the research method reported in the empirical studies. We evaluated these
aspects using the following rating: contributing to relevance (1) and not contributing to relevance (0). For instance,
while assessing subject aspect of industrial relevance of a primary study that proposes QR management strategy, if the
strategy has been evaluated with practitioners who are intended users of the strategy, we scored 1. However, if the
management strategy proposal was evaluated with students, which were not the intended users, we scored 0. We
calculated the total relevance of a study as the sum of the values of all aspects (subjects, context, scalability, and
research method). Appendix A includes detailed information on how each aspect of the research rigor and industrial
relevance is examined in the quality assessment. As it was necessary to extract the data properties to assess the quality
of empirical studies, we performed the quality assessment in parallel with data extraction. Therefore, we piloted the
quality assessment and the data extraction form together.
3.5 Data analysis and synthesis
We performed both frequency and qualitative analysis to classify and synthesize the extracted data. Frequency analysis
was applied to determine annual publication trends and the distribution of different types of QRs. Qualitative analysis
was used while determining the QR management strategies and challenges.
We adapted the taxonomy of the Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB) [57] to classify the domains reported in the
primary studies. ICB provides a detailed structure to classify industries and their sectors. We chose the super-sector
level in the taxonomy (the second level in the hierarchy), as the first level is too general and lower levels would cause
great dispersion. We assigned values based on what was reported by the authors of the primary studies.
Initially, we classified the QR management strategies into advice, frameworks, guidelines, methods, models, practices,
and tools, as reported in the primary studies. However, when the studies did not explicitly report the aforementioned
categories, we adapted the research contribution classification proposed by Shaw [58] and the method classification
proposed by Brinkkemper [59], and also introducing our own definitions for guidelines, practice, and advice to guide
our classification of QR management strategies.

2

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FbITbwh1xat11ILVrJpU9Jv1F9awGEbmtAP1AQI7f-g/edit?usp=sharing
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We also used thematic analysis [60] to synthesize the themes identified among the challenges of managing QRs in ASD
and RSD. Thematic analysis is based on the conceptual relationships within coding and recurring patterns. We first
applied open coding to extracted challenges, then categorized related codes to form themes, and further refined the
themes to identify higher-order themes (i.e., categories) of challenges. For instance, under the time constraint due to
short iteration cycles theme, which is identified as one challenge, we have challenges such as S20 “But in agile
approaches, the time constraints do not allow to follow usability approaches, so it is often neglected and the whole
focus is on the development of a running system”, S31 "The main reason for usability evaluation not being conducted
more frequently is time constraint", S60 "As the Scrum release cycle is too short, there is not enough time for
development team to address security requirements for each release.”, that have been linked to form the theme.
3.6 Threats to validity
We applied various mitigations to minimize the construct, internal, external and conclusion validity threats [61] in our
study and thus improve reliability of our study. Construct validity entails identifying and applying appropriate
operational measures for the concepts under study. We applied an SMS protocol with all relevant details (i.e., concepts,
research objective, research questions, search method, study selection, data extraction, analysis), which was reviewed
by researchers to guide the SMS. This helped mitigate threats that could arise from imprecise description of the SMS
setting, misunderstanding of concepts (e.g. QRs, ASD and RSD concepts) and inappropriate RQs.
Internal validity involves determining a causal relationship between factors within the context of a given study. We
applied snowballing search to retrieve as many relevant primary studies as possible. In snowballing search, a potential
threat comes from difficulties in identifying good start set of papers (i.e., relevant and adequate number of start set of
papers) for snowballing, which has been claimed to be problematic for systematic reviews using snowballing search
strategy [53]. We minimized this threat by using existing secondary studies of RE in ASD and RSD to identify the
initial tentative start set (174 papers). These studies structured and synthesized knowledge on RE in ASD and RSD, and
they were published in varying scientific venues and in different years, which increased their value in the start set.
Another threat to internal validity comes from study selection bias. We piloted the inclusion/exclusion criteria on 36
studies with six researchers to mitigate this threat. This helped to clarify differences and build a common understanding
of the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Additionally, we performed researcher triangulation in order to minimize researcher
bias when selecting the primary studies.
External validity defines the applicability of the findings of a study to other contexts. We included only peer reviewed
primary studies. The excluded non-peer reviewed literature may affect the generalizability of our findings.
Conclusion validity shows the extent to which the procedures of a study are repeatable with the same result. We applied
an SMS protocol, reviewed by all researchers, to guide the study. We mitigated conclusion validity threat that may arise
from data extraction bias by piloting the data extraction in two rounds with the six researchers who participated in the
data extraction phase. We also performed a review process in which one researcher reviews the data extracted by
another researcher. This helps minimize errors that can happen in the data extraction spreadsheet and ensure that the
extracted data is correct.

4. Results and analysis
In this section, we present the results and discuss how they relate to our research questions. Section 4.1 provides an
overview of the research on the topic. Section 4.2 presents the findings regarding QR management strategies, and
Section 4.3 presents the findings regarding the challenges of managing QRs. Finally, Section 4.4 maps the QR
management strategies with the challenges.
4.1 Overview of research on management of QRs in ASD and RSD (RQ1)
We identified 156 primary studies published between 2002 and 2019 and classified them in terms of ASD/RSD context,
author affiliation, venue, type of research, ICB domain, and reported QR type.
Publication trend: About 62% of the primary studies (97) were published from 2013 onwards (see Fig. 2 (a)).The
highest number of studies (22) were published in 2017.
ASD and RSD contexts: Among the 156 primary studies, 92% (143) were conducted in an ASD context. Six percent (13
studies [S17, S38, S53, S77, S83, S96, S98, S106, S137, S142, S144, 145 and S152]) were conducted in an RSD
context.
Authors’ affiliation: As shown in Fig. 2(a), authors in academia conducted about 74% of the primary studies (116), 15%
(23) were academia-industry collaborations, and about 11% (17) were conducted entirely by the industry. Of the latter
17 studies, five were published from 2011 onwards.
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Type of research: We investigated the type of research in terms of empirical, theoretical, and experience report
distributions. About 68% of the primary studies (106) were empirical, while 22% (34) were theoretical. Additionally,
10% (16) were experience reports. Analysis of the empirical studies’ research methods shows that case studies were the
most popular (49 case studies and 8 multiple-case studies). Moreover, we found 12 empirical studies applying
interviews, 8 applying experiments, 11 applying surveys, 4 applying observations, and 6 applying action research. Five
primary studies applied mixed methods (i.e., a combination of interviews and observations with surveys and
questionnaires), while another 3 applied quantitative analysis (i.e., statistics analysis) of data collected from real-life
projects.
Venue type: We classified the primary studies’ publication venues into conferences, journals, workshops, and book
chapters. We found that 62% of the primary studies (97) were conference papers and that 31% (48) were journal
publications. Six percent (9) were workshop papers, while 1% (2) were book chapters.
Domain classification: We found that 58% of the primary studies (91) reported the domains in which they were
conducted. We classified the domains following the ICB [57] and found that technology and industrial goods and
services were the top two domains in our study. The technology domain includes subsectors such as computer services,
the Internet, and software and computer hardware, and 36 primary studies fall into this category. Industrial goods and
services, the second most common domain, includes subsectors such as business support services and industrial
suppliers, which embrace most information systems. There are 33primary studies in this category. Detailed information
about the classification of the domains is accessible here3.

Fig. 2(a) Annual distribution of primary studies based on authors' affiliation; (b) Annual distribution of primary studies based on research type

QRs types: About 93% of the primary studies (145) reported 68 different types of QRs, while 7% (11) did not
differentiate between types of QRs. We plotted the 36 QR types that were reported at least twice in Fig. 3. Security was
the most popular, while performance and usability were the second and third most widely mentioned QRs, respectively.
Fair attention was also paid to maintainability, reliability, scalability, and availability. We also found 32 non-recurring
types of QRs. Detailed information about the distribution of QR types is accessible here4.

3
4

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-zNtvyIx5z9iIG4gyrzMwmyBzQp9fUe1_La9oIjmUlA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1F__GPfO_6YrSbSbS-v6zvwMbAR3oflO9huWudDJFpEs/edit?usp=sharing
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Fig. 3. Distribution of QR types

Quality assessment of empirical studies: We adapted Ivarsson and Gorschek’s [56] research rigor and industrial
relevance assessment model to assess the quality of 106 empirical primary studies (see Section 3.4). The bubble plot
shown in Fig. 4 combines evaluations of research rigor and industrial relevance. The bubbles’ size represents the
number of primary studies with the respective values of research rigor and industrial relevance.

Fig. 4. Research rigor and industrial relevance plot

The figure shows that 61 studies lie in the upper right corner and have a research rigor value of ≥ 1.5 and an industrial
relevance value of ≥ 2. Among these studies, 16 have the highest research rigor value (3) and the highest industrial
relevance value (4). Studies with high research rigor and industrial relevance enable easy transfer of knowledge and
offer opportunities for replication. All primary studies have an industrial relevance of ≥ 1, and 80 have industrial
relevance value of ≥ 2. These results show that industrial relevance aspects were well considered in the empirical
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primary studies. In total, 36 primary studies have a research rigor of < 1.5. The 13 primary studies that lie in the bottom
left corner have a research rigor value of < 1 and industrial relevance value of 1.
4.2 Strategies for managing QRs in ASD and RSD (RQ2)
In total, 143 primary studies, 93 of which were empirical, reported strategies for managing QRs in ASD and RSD. The
QR management strategies helped engineer and monitor QRs (e.g., by eliciting, classifying, reasoning, prioritizing,
measuring, and planning QRs) in ASD and RSD. We classified the strategies into methods, practices, models,
frameworks, advices, tools, and guidelines, as shown in Table 2. Appendix B, provides a detailed list of the strategies.
Table 2 Distribution of primary studies reporting QR management strategies (studies reporting management strategies in an RSD context are in bold font)
QR
management
strategy

Primary studies

Number of
primary
studies

Number of
reported
strategies

Practice

S7, S8, S9, S15, S17, S18, S19, S20, S31, S32, S35, S36, S37, S39, S40, S41, S56, S58, S63, S69, S78, S79, S80, S82,
S95, S98, S101, S104, S106, S109, S112, S113, S119, S122, S124, S125, S128, S129, S130, S132, S142, S143, S154

43

74

Method

S2, S10, S11, S23, S24, S25, S42, S43, S44, S46, S48, S49, S52, S57, S59, S64, S67, S70, S73, S74, S75, S81, S82,
S85, S86, S87, S88, S89, S91, S92, S93, S94, S97, S99, S108, S110, S111, S116, S118, S120, S121, S134, S135, S149,
S153, S155

46

43

Model

S5, S6, S28, S30, S34, S54, S55, S60, S68, S83, S96, S100, S105, S131

14

13

Framework

S4, S26, S27, S47, S51, S66, S102, S117.S136, S146, S150, S151, S152

13

12

Advice

S3, S13, S21, S30, S37, S45, S61, S84, S103, S133, S137

11

11

Tool

S5, S13, S14, S48, S50, S53, S55, S62, S79, S114

11

10

Guidelines

S12, S38, S81, S127, S132, S140, S156

7

7

4.2.1 Practices
We identified 43 primary studies that report 74 practices for managing QRs in ASD and RSD. Among these 43 studies,
21 report practices for managing QRs without specifying the type of QRs they concern. Thirteen studies [S7, S8, S9,
S15, S36, S58, S78, S95, S98, S101, S106, S122, S143] report practices for managing security, six studies [S36, S112,
S119, S124, S125, S154] report practices for managing usability, two studies [S32, S37] report practices for managing
performance, and one study [S128] reports a practice for managing stability and robustness.
Examples of practices for managing QRs include prototyping with a focus on quality attributes [S19, S20], agile
requirement engineering with prototyping [S80], quality attribute workshops to elicit QRs [S82], experimentation with
A/B testing [S98], definition of ready of user stories that consider QRs [S104], definition of a dedicated architecture for
QRs [S112], the incremental architecture approach [S63], and delivery stories [S39].
Two relevant focuses of many practices are introduction of specific roles and artifacts and addition of means to improve
the communication of quality aspects among different stakeholders. Examples of specific roles include security expert
[S7] or security master roles [S9] to address security in ASD. New artifacts such as misuse stories [S78], abuser stories
[S101], and security backlogs [S9, S95] are also proposed to improve security in ASD. Similarly, we found practices
that assign a usability expert role [S113] and utilize artifacts such as UserXstories [S36], discount usability [S119], and
shadow backlogs [S125] to manage usability in ASD.
Regarding communication of quality aspects among different stakeholders, the studies reported practices of explicitly
discussing QRs among customers and agile team leaders [S31, S41], discussion of QRs at early stages [S31], increasing
awareness of QRs through education and training (e.g., on security requirements [S7, S58, S143]), and performing
usability training sessions for agile designers [S125].
4.2.2 Methods
We found 46 studies reporting 43 methods of managing QRs in ASD. The methods present techniques and approaches
to support elicitation, reasoning, prioritization, and integration of QRs, and specific QRs (e.g. security, usability) in
ASD. In this group of studies, 27 report methods for addressing QRs in general, 12 [S11, S23, S24, S46, S57, S75, S86,
S92, S99, S108, S118, S149] report methods for addressing security, 6 [S81, S85, S91, S97, S116, S153] report
methods for addressing usability, and 1 [S155] report method to address safety in ASD.
Examples of methods include the Non-functional requirements Elicitation, Reasoning, and Validation in Agile
Processes (NERV) method [S42], the Method for Elicitation, Documentation and Validation of Software User
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Requirements (MEDOV) [S43, S44], Non-functional Requirements Modeling for Agile Processes (NORMAP) [S48,
S49] and Q-Rapids to elicit, assess and document QRs in ASD [S134]. For instance, Domah et al. [S42] used the NERV
method, which applies different artifacts to help manage QRs in the early stages of ASD. It uses agile user story cards to
capture functional requirements, a NFRusCOM card to handle QR information and capture QR elements, an NFR
trigger card to elicit QRs, and NFR reasoning taxonomy to classify QRs. It also uses NFR quantification taxonomy to
quantify the validation criteria of QRs and the NERV Agility Index score (NAI) to determine the degree of agility of
each functional requirement and QR. The authors report that NERV effectively elicited QRs in two case studies.
Examples of methods involving specific QRs are extended agile security testing (EAST) [S46], the Security-Enhanced
Agile Software Development Process (SEAP) [S10, S23], and U-Scrum [S116]. Erdogan et al. [S46] used EAST to
address security issues in web applications developed with ASD. The method combines agile security testing practices
with Scrum. It effectively reduced the amount of time spent on testing security and was 95% more effective at
identifying vulnerability issues compared to ad hoc security testing methodologies used in ASD. Singh et al. [S116]
used U-Scrum, a method that introduces the role of usability product owner, who focuses on usability and leads the user
experience vision for the product, to Scrum. The method is based on interaction between the main product owner and
the usability product owner, and it applies a project plan, user experience vision, and backlog structure to examine
usability. In their experience report, the authors claimed that applying U-Scrum improved the usability of developed
products by focusing on usability concerns during development [S116].
4.2.3 Models
We found 14 primary studies that report 13 models supporting activities such as identification, prioritization, and
specification of QRs in ASD and RSD. Of these studies, eight report models for managing QRs in general, two [S54,
S60] report models that focus on security, two [S28, S29] report models focusing on usability, one [S68] reports a
model focusing on performance, and one reports a model focusing on reliability [S83]. The studies use agile NFRS
traceability process model [S5, and S54], continuous integration visualization technique (CIVIT) [S96], and Story Card
Maturity Model (SMM) [S100] to aid identification of QRs, estimation and release planning activities in ASD, and one
uses US-Scrum, a hybrid model based on Scrum and FDD aimed at addressing security, usability and correctness
[S105]. The software performance requirements evolution model (PREM) was used to specify and validate performance
requirements in ASD [S68], and the enhanced Scrum model [S60] and conceptual secure feature-driven development
(SFDD) method [S54] were also included in this category.
Only five primary studies empirically evaluated the models [S34, S54, S60, S83, S96]. For instance, Nilsson et al. [S96]
reported that the CIVIT model helped visualize which QRs were tested, the degree to which they were tested, and when
they were tested. According to the authors, the companies in the study were able to visualize the end-to-end process of
testing activities related to QRs and hence improve QR testing activities and discussions [S96].
4.2.4 Frameworks
We found 13 primary studies reporting 12 frameworks for managing QRs in ASD and RSD. These frameworks present
conceptual structures of practices and artifacts for managing QRs. Six studies [S26, S27, S47, S51, S150, S152] address
QRs in general, four [S66, S102, S117, S136, ] focus on security, and three [S4, S146, S151] focus on usability. The
frameworks included a user-centered design (UCD) framework to address usability in Scrum [S4], RE-KOMBINE to
support lightweight requirements engineering process in ASD [S47], NORVIEW to visualize and plan QRs [S51], and
Secure Scrum framework that extends Scrum with S-tags and the Agile Framework For Integrating Nonfunctional
Requirements Engineering (AFFINE) [S26, S27]. Pohl et al. [S102] applied Secure Scrum to introduce security tagging
in backlogs and identify security activities and appropriate security testing methods to help developers manage security
in ASD. Similarly, AFFINE provided a reference architecture to support integration of QRs in ASD in two studies [S26,
S27]. According to Bourimi et al. [S26], AFFINE helped consider QRs early and sufficiently in ASD. Shahin et al.
[S152] proposed a conceptual framework to assist architecting for continuous delivery, by considering operational and
QR aspects.
4.2.5 Advice
Eleven primary studies reported nine pieces of advice for managing QRs in ASD and RSD. Among these, six primary
studies [S3, S13, S21, S30, S103, S137] provided advice for managing security, two [S37, S45] provided advice for
usability, one [S84] provided advice for performance, one [S61] for managing QRs in general and one [S133] provided
advice for safety. We found various suggestions for managing security in ASD, such as improving team members’
awareness of security [S3, S37], including a chief security officer [S37], and performing systematic threat analysis and
risk assessment to identify which security aspects to focus on in ASD [S13]. Cajander et al. [S30] suggest achieving a
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clear perspective on usability by project management and Scrum team and developing the usability skills of team
members to help manage usability in Scrum. We also found studies that suggested applying iterative security assurance
methods in ASD [S21], introducing usability evaluations to a sprint review [S45], clarifying QRs early in development
[S61] and including safety team member in ASD to address safety [S133].
4.2.6 Tools
Eleven primary studies reported ten tools for managing QRs in ASD and RSD. The tools varied in terms of the type of
QR they address and the activities that they aim to support. Four studies reported tools focusing on security [S5, S13,
S14 and S55], three [S48, S50, S147] reported tools for managing QRs in general, two [S62, S79] reported tools
focusing on usability, and two others [S53, S114] reported tools focusing on performance. For instance, the Sagile tool
was used to support traceability and management of QRs in ASD [S5], and the NORMATIC tool was used to aid
modeling of QRs in the requirement-gathering and analysis phase [S48, S50]. We also found tools such as POLVO,
which was used to address usability in ASD by enabling prototyping, and testing usability [S62]; Perflab, which was
used to monitor performance issues in continuous deployment [S53]; SQUISH, which was used for automating usability
testing in ASD [S79], and J3DPerfUnit, which was used to support performance testing in ASD [S114]. Feitelson et al.
[S53] report Perflab, a tool that help examining the effect of adding a new code on the performance of system prior to
pushing new code on production servers, in the context of continuous deployment. Moreover, the authors report using
Gatekeeper tool to conduct dark launch of codes on different servers and test QRs such as scalability and performance.
4.2.7 Guidelines
Seven primary studies reported guidelines for managing QRs in ASD and RSD. Two of the studies report guidelines
related to QRs in general [S132, S156], two [S12, S127] on security, two [S81, S140] on usability, and one [S38]
provides guidelines addressing availability, scalability, and performance. Specifically, these studies’ guidelines relate to
the integration security in ASD [S12], usability-pattern requirement analysis for managing usability in ASD [S81], and
catalog of DevOps patterns that have been proven to enhance the availability, scalability, and performance of web
applications based on experiences [S38]. For instance, Barbosa et al. [S12] provide guidelines for integrating security
techniques into agile projects without undermining the agility of the process. The guidelines provides recommendations,
which include security awareness training, introducing a security master role, creating a security backlog, and
incorporating evil stories to detect vulnerabilities, which are presented with descriptions and the presumed benefits
based on literature and expert interviews.
4.3 Challenges of managing QRs in ASD and RSD (RQ3)
We found 102 primary studies reporting the challenges of managing QRs in ASD and RSD. Out of these only three
primary study [S96, S137, S144] reported challenges in RSD context. We applied thematic analysis [60] to synthesize
the challenges and found 22 challenges, 18 of which were recurring (i.e., they were reported in more than one primary
study; see Table 3). The limited ability of ASD to handle QRs is the most commonly reported type of challenge, and
time constraints due to short iteration cycles was the second most common.
Table 3 Frequency of reported challenges (studies reporting challenges in RSD context are in bold fonts)

Challenge

Primary studies

Frequency

Limited ability of ASD to handle QRs (e.g. eliciting,
reasoning, modeling, and planning QRs)

S2, S9, S30, S42, S45, S49, S50, S51, S52, S60, S67, S75, S85, S90, S94, S109,
S115, S116, S135, S155

20

Time constraints due to short iteration cycles

S9, S12, S13, S20, S23, S28, S30, S60, S85, S117, S137, S140, S148

13

Limitations in testing QRs

S13, S16, S20, S31, S37, S41, S72, S107, S122, S129, S130, S155

12

Neglect of QRs

S2, S3, S8, S12, S19, S33, S54, S80, S105, S107, S129, S150

12

Lack of an overall picture of QRs

S23, S30, S31, S44, S129, S130, S139

7

Overlooking of QRs by customers

S31, S67, S90, S107, S115, S121, S129

7

Customers’ lack of awareness of QRs

S2, S15, S67, S75, S121, S122

6

Limited QR expertise in ASD teams

S12, S31,S92, S116, S121, S122

6

Prioritizing only business value

S19, S33, S103, S107, S155

5

Late consideration of QRs

S3, S8, S130, S155

4

QR documentation challenge

S15, S132, S138, S155

4

15

Budget limitations

S12, S31, S86

3

Communication challenges

S22, S129, S130

3

Unclear responsibilities regarding management of QRs

S1, S15, S31

3

Challenges with verification of QRs

S92, S122

2

Unclear QRs

S1, S31

2

Overlooking sources of QRs

S129, S130

2

Software architecture challenge

S129, S130

2

Absence of security and privacy experts in feature
implementation discussions in RSD

S144

1

Difficulty of splitting QRs into user stories and describing
their interactions as they can be linked to many user
stories

S109

1

Forgotten usability goals (i.e., usability goals written in
user stories are not used in the design phase or while
evaluating user stories)

S30

1

Slow feedback loop for meeting QR targets

S96

1

The limited ability of ASD to handle QRs due to insufficiencies related to eliciting, analyzing, modeling, documenting,
and managing QRs was reported in 20 primary studies. Nine studies [S2, S30, S42, S45, S60, S67, S75, S90, S115]
reported challenges related to eliciting and analyzing QRs, two [S51, S52] reported that ASD was insufficient for
identifying activities to plan and visualize QRs, one [S155] reported insufficient planning of QRs, and two [S49, S50]
reported that it lacks techniques for eliciting, modeling, and linking QRs with functional requirements in advance. User
stories in ASD were also reported to be inadequate for specifying QRs [S30, S90, S94, S109, S116, S135].
Time constraints due to short iteration cycles is the second most commonly reported category, identified in 13 primary
studies. For instance, Scrum teams may not address QRs such as security, completely and on time due to short iteration
cycles [S10, S60, S117]. Additionally, existing ASD practices for engineering QRs are not suitable for short iteration
cycles, which makes it challenging to integrate QRs without compromising time and cost [S12]. For instance, practices
for managing security QRs are heavyweight to fit well in short sprint iterations [S13, S23]. Time constraints also
minimize the focus on addressing QRs such as usability [S28, S30]. Additionally, in RSD, where software can be
deployed several times a day, handling QRs like security is difficult [S137].
Limitations in testing QRs are the third most commonly cited category of challenges. In ASD, systematic approaches for
testing QRs are lacking, and writing test cases and defining an acceptance test for QRs is problematic [S37, S41, S72].
For instance, ASD teams may lack formal procedures and guidelines for testing specific QRs (e.g., stability, security,
and usability) [S37, S72, S107]. Isomursu et al. [S72] identify the lack of clear steps for planning and executing
usability testing as a common challenge in ASD projects. QRs are hard to test due to their cross-functionality and the
difficulty of clarifying them for customers [S31]. Additionally, agile testing practices’ inadequate focus on QRs,
combined with the complex functionalities such as user interaction, may exacerbate the challenges of managing them in
ASD [S20].
Neglect of QRs is tied to the third most frequently reported category of challenges with limitations in testing QRs. For
varying reasons, ASD teams often pay little attention to or ignore QRs. They may emphasize implementation of
functional features and neglect QRs [S8, S54, and S105]. Sometimes, practitioners may be reluctant to implement or
address QR issues until this is explicitly needed for visible features [S80]. In cases in which software is developed and
deployed internally, agile teams report that they ignore QRs such as security. These teams ignored security QRs by
relying on the infrastructure and control mechanisms of their organization set in place to protect the environment [S3].
Agile teams neglecting QRs may experience increased costs [S80] and performance issues [S19] in later stages of
development, incurring technical debt.
Lack of an overall picture of QRs is a category that was reported in seven primary studies. It includes challenges in
ASD that arise from a lack of comprehensive understanding of QRs. For instance, ASD fails short in determining broad
picture of implementing security requirements [S23], and ASD teams may find it difficult to maintain a comprehensive
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vision of QRs such as usability [S30]. The difficulty of defining and maintaining an overall picture of QRs causes agile
teams to face ambiguity and challenges regarding quality issues [S31].
Overlooking of QRs by customers refers to ASD customers’ failure to acknowledge the importance of QRs. Agile
customers do not recognize the significance or impact of QRs [S31, S67, S107, S115, S121] or their business value
[S90]. This is especially common in the early stages of ASD [S107]. While failing to acknowledge the value of QRs,
customers also may not allocate an adequate budget for QR-related tasks. They may only realize the importance of QRs
when they face issues related to performance or security in later stages [S31].
Customers’ lack of awareness of QRs is another category of challenges. Very often, agile customers do not have
adequate knowledge to specify and communicate their needs regarding QRs [S2, S67, S75, S121, S122]. For instance,
customers may not consider the internal qualities of a system, such as maintainability, portability, and reusability [S2,
S67]. They may find specifying certain QRs, such as security, difficult if they lack knowledge about the QR [S121,
S122].
Limited QR expertise within ASD teams is another category of challenge reported in six primary studies [S12, S31, S92,
S116, S121, S122]. Inexperienced team members who lack QR skills may emphasize implementation of functional
requirements and ignore QRs [S31, S122]. Additionally, team members such as the product owner may not have all the
required skills to implement specific QRs (e.g., user interaction, security). Finding professionals with expertise in QRs
such as security is also challenging [S12].
Prioritizing only business value when it comes to requirement prioritization and development goals results in challenges
of managing QRs in ASD [S19, S33, S103, S107, S155]. ASD management teams often fail to consider QRs such as
security and choose to prioritize feature development goals [S103]. However, when ASD teams focus on prioritizing
only business value, they may fail to address QRs and face delays in implementation. For instance, Cao et al. [S33]
reported that an ASD team that focused on business value prioritization faced challenges in system security and
efficiency, which affected the success of the project.
Late consideration of QRs is another category of challenges related to managing QRs in ASD. It was reported in three
primary studies [S3, S8, S96]. Handling security issues in late phases of development may affect agile projects because
it requires introducing many changes [S8]. Nilsson et al. [S96] also revealed that late testing of QRs results in
performance degradation and unpredictable effort estimation.
QR documentation challenge can arise when QRs are not properly documented. For instance, outdated, unclear or
missing documentation of QRs [S15, S132, S155]. Additionally, handling QRs such as safety and security is
challenging in ASD, as they require end to end documentation which is enforced by different regulations [S155].
Budget limitations in terms of cost and time lead to challenges when managing QRs in ASD. Three primary studies
reported difficulty of managing QRs due to the lack of budget allocated to QRs [S12, S31, S86]. For example, Camacho
et al. [S103] show how budget limitations affect the implementation of security requirements in ASD. According to the
authors, ASD customers fail to allocate a budget for security because they are not aware of its value [S31].
Communication challenges occur when there is cognitive gap regarding QRs among agile teams or in the presence of
hidden assumption regarding QRs. Additionally, when QRs are not visible they lead to difficulties in QR
communication process [S129, S130]. Limited domain knowledge regarding QRs among agile teams and their members
resulted in misinterpretations of QRs [S22].
Unclear responsibilities regarding management of QRs in ASD is a category that was cited in three primary studies [S1,
S30, S72]. ASD teams fail to address QR aspects by failing to assign individuals the responsibility of handling QRs.
Specifically, two studies [S30, S72] revealed the challenges related to management of user experience that resulted
from a lack of clear usability responsibility in ASD teams.
We also found two primary studies [S92, S122] that reported verification of QRs as a challenge, as it is difficult to
define verification scenarios for QRs. Two different primary studies [S1, S15] also reported that unclear QRs are
challenges, revealing how unclear security requirements can cause problems in ASD. Overlooking of sources of QRs,
and Software architecture challenges due to unmanaged QR architectural changes and suboptimal priorities of
conflicting QRs in ASD, are other challenges reported in two primary studies [S129, S130].
We also found four non-recurring challenges of managing QRs: difficulty of splitting QRs into user stories and
describing their interaction as they can be linked to many user stories [S109]; forgotten usability goals (i.e., usability
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goals written in user stories are not used in the design phase or while evaluating user stories) [S30]; absence of
security and privacy experts in feature implementation discussions in the context of RSD [S144] and a slow feedback
loop for meeting QR targets in the context of embedded ASD employing continuous integration [S96].
4.4 Mapping QR management strategies to challenges
In order to see which challenges were the focus of management strategies and highlight the challenges that require more
attention, we mapped the QR management strategies to the challenges. The actual mapping is available here. Fig. 5
shows the mapping of the QR management strategies that address a specific challenges.

Fig. 5. Mapping QR management strategies to challenges

As shown in the figure, most strategies tend to address two challenges: the limited ability of ASD to handle QRs and
neglect of QRs. However, many management strategies do not address another commonly recurring challenge, time
constraints due to the short iteration cycles of ASD.

5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the implications of our findings for SE research, SE industry, and SE education, and compare
our findings with related work.
5.1 Implications for SE research
We identify the implications for SE research by analyzing the overview of research, strategies for managing QRs,
challenges, and mapping of strategies to challenges.
5.1.1 Overview of research
While there is a wide body of literature on the management of QRs in ASD, the stream of literature investigating the
management of QRs in RSD is still nascent. However, there is increasing adoption of RSD approaches in which
ensuring quality is important, which demands new skillsets regarding QRs (e.g., security-related skills and QR-testing
skills) [1]. Therefore, SE research should focus on identifying the challenges and opportunities for improving the
management of QRs as well as ways to ensure software quality in RSD.
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Our results revealed that a large number of empirical studies (106) have been conducted on this topic, in contrast to
previous secondary studies [10,17,22], which reported a smaller number of empirical studies. For instance, Alsaqaf et
al. [9] reported that only 29 of the 60 primary studies they identified were empirical in nature. Villamizar et al. [22],
reported 21 empirical studies. One reason for this difference may be the snowballing search strategy we applied, which
revealed a relatively large number of primary studies. Additionally, the search period in our SMS included primary
studies published until July 2019. While the trend of conducting empirical research seems promising, the quality
assessment results (see Fig. 4) reveal that the literature on management of QRs in ASD and RSD needs to improve its
reporting of research rigor. Therefore, researchers should pay enough attention to the reporting of aspects related to
research rigor (i.e., study design, context, and validity) and not focus only on industrial relevance aspects. Research
reports that provide detailed information about the industrial relevance and research rigor ease the transferability of
knowledge and are more beneficial to the SE community [56]. This is exemplified by the 16 primary studies with high
industrial relevance (4) and research rigor (3) scores in our study, which provide good insight into the management of
QRs in ASD and RSD.
5.1.2 Strategies for managing QRs
While primary studies have empirically evaluated strategies for managing QRs in real-life settings through case studies,
action research, surveys, and experiments, the evaluations are usually limited to a single scenario. Extending
evaluations to wider and more varied contexts is important to increase their generalizability.
Regarding QR management strategies in ASD, our results show that security, usability, and performance QRs receive
more attention. In the primary studies reporting strategies for managing QRs in RSD, deployability, performance and
availability received more attention. Security was addressed by three of the 13 primary studies in RSD context [S106,
137, S142]. Although this result does not imply that security receives less attention in RSD, we believe that future
studies should not overlook security, as it plays important role in RSD [62].
Regarding security QRs, although there are proposals that have been empirically evaluated and found effective in
handling aspects of security in ASD (e.g. EAST method, TDD with quality attribute focus, NORMATIC), it is
important to extend the empirical evaluations to other contexts and also ensure that these strategies cover wide aspects
of security.
Regarding the distribution of QR management strategies, we observed that there were more practices and methods than
models, frameworks, advice, tools, and guidelines. Our results demonstrate the lack of tools and guidelines for
managing QRs, which is also reported in some studies [63,64]. Thus, future research should focus on providing more
tools and guidelines (e.g., guidelines for testing QRs, tools supporting specification and prioritization of QRs) to aid
management of QRs in ASD and RSD. Additionally, we observed that most proposed models and frameworks lacked
supporting tools and guidelines. Model and framework QR management proposals would be more beneficial when they
are accompanied with tools and guidelines.
5.1.3 Challenges of managing QRs
Interestingly, the challenges due to the lack of an overall picture of QRs, unclear QRs, and QR documentation challenge
in ASD are related to technical debt. For example, Soares et al. [65] identify incomplete documentation and incomplete
design specification as indicators of documentation debt, and Behutiye et al. [4] identified a lack of understanding of the
system being built (functional requirements and QRs) as a significant cause of technical debt in ASD. Detailed
investigation of the relationship between technical debt and QRs may provide insight into better ways to manage QRs.
Regarding the challenges of managing QRs in RSD, we observed two specific challenges, absence of security and
privacy experts in feature implementation discussions in RSD and slow feedback in meeting QR targets. The third
challenge which is time constraint due to short iteration cycles was also common to ASD contexts.
5.1.4 Mapping QR management strategies to challenges
Time constraints due to short iteration cycles received little attention by the QR management strategies, despite the fact
that it being the second most common challenge (see Fig. 5). We infer the importance of lightweight strategies for
managing QRs, as these are suitable for short iteration cycles. Strategies that propose additional roles and artifacts
should not compromise the rapidness of the process. Therefore, we suggest that future proposals for managing QRs
consider time constraint aspects and be lightweight enough to support short iteration cycles.
Although the limitations associated with testing QRs include deficiency in testing practices, difficulty of testing QRs
(e.g. specifying acceptance tests, testing the cross-functional aspects of QRs), and lack of guidelines for testing QRs, the
strategies we found for solving these challenges were mainly focused on testing specific QRs (e.g., performance,
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security, and usability). We did not find strategies that clearly show how QR testing can consider the cross-functional
aspects of QRs in ASD. We also did not find guidelines that support testing of QRs, even though it was reported as a
limitation in testing QRs in ASD. Future research should address this gap, as guidelines for testing and managing QRs
may help in the software development process.
The lack of an overall picture of QRs, customers’ lack of awareness and overlooking of QRs are also significant
challenges that received little attention in strategies. Absence of security and privacy experts in feature implementations
discussions in RSD, and forgotten usability goals received no attention in the QR management strategies. Future
research and proposals on QR management strategies should consider addressing aspects reflected in these challenges
too.
5.2 Implications for the SE industry
Our SMS provides a list and classification of QR challenges and management strategies to help industrial practitioners
identify and manage QR challenges in ASD and RSD. From empirical findings reported in our SMS, project managers,
agile development team (developers, product owner, tester and scrum master) and other stakeholders (e.g. customers,
usability designers) can learn about potential challenges of management of QRs in ASD and RSD, and hence be able to
take a more systematic and preventive approach from incurring similar challenges. For instance, excluding security and
privacy experts from discussions regarding implication of features under development, which developers and operations
people hold iteratively in RSD context, may increase the risk of security not being addressed well in RSD. Project
managers can minimize such risk by including security and privacy experts while having similar discussions in their
context. ASD teams and project managers can learn importance of assigning clear responsibilities regarding QRs (e.g.
usability) in order to prevent challenges from the lack of clear responsibility regarding QRs in ASD [S30, S72].
Regarding the challenges from limited expertise on QRs, product owners and developers can learn the importance of
building skills on QR, and hence educate themselves on QRs. Project managers and developers can also recognize that
the neglect of QRs can be caused when developers rely on built in infrastructure, or become reluctant from
implementing QRs and hence take proactive approach and preventive actions, e.g. by preparing guidelines with
procedures for handling QRs that development team should follow.
We also found important strategies that ASD product owners and developers can use such as EAST [S46], and SEAP
[S23] to address security, NERV methodology [S42] which was effective in eliciting and documenting QRs in ASD.
ASD and RSD teams can identify that investing in education on QRs (e.g. training on security and usability) is helpful
in addressing QR challenges. Additionally, they may introduce specific roles for QRs (e.g. security experts to handle
security and privacy issues, and usability experts to help with usability issues). Similarly, product owners can adopt
practices such as specifying QRs in Definition of ready of user stories, to manage QRs better. Our SMS is also
informant for testers about tools such as SQUISH, which has been used for automating usability testing in ASD, or
Perflab that helped in monitoring performance in RSD context.
We observed that the management strategies often introduce an additional role or team that is mainly responsible for
addressing QRs. For instance, these strategies assign security experts [S7], security masters [S9], delivery story teams
[S39], architecture groups [S40], liaison officers [S69], and usability experts [S113, S124]. These practices may be
helpful for addressing the challenge of unclear responsibilities regarding QRs in ASD. However, it is also important to
ensure that additional roles do not compromise the agility of the software development process.
While considering the neglect of QRs, we noticed that ASD teams ignore QRs for reasons other than an emphasis on
implementation of functional requirements. For instances, teams may rely on existing internal infrastructure or wait
until there is a request related to the QRs or they have a significant impact [S3, S80]. This suggests that it is important
to increase agile teams’ awareness of QRs and their impact on the software development process. It may also be helpful
to create roles that are responsible for guiding the implementation of QR within ASD teams. Barbosa et al. [S12] show
how a security master, who is responsible for educating agile teams about security requirements and implementation,
guiding security-related task planning, and ensuring security objectives are met, can be helpful for instilling a culture of
addressing security concerns in agile teams, thus minimizing neglect of QRs.
While dealing with QRs, it is important to assess the combined effect of challenges. For instance, a challenge related to
customers’ lack of knowledge of QRs could be exacerbated if inexperienced ASD teams are working with the customer
and there is a cognitive gap regarding the communication of QRs among members of the ASD team.
Most QR management strategies do not address overlooking of QRs and customers’ lack of awareness, which are
frequently reported challenges in our study (see Fig. 5). Generally, ASD promotes customer collaboration [7]. In this
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regard, ASD teams should help customers deal with QRs. For instance, experienced developers may guide customers
while eliciting QRs and making decisions about QRs in the early phases of development. Customers should also
educate themselves about QRs to ensure clear communication of their QR needs with other stakeholders. Furthermore,
clear and early consideration of QRs may benefit agile projects by allowing teams to avoid redundant work and
additional costs [S75].
Regarding the limited QR expertise in ASD teams, some strategies aim to address skillset-related concerns by
improving ASD team members’ and product owners’ QR skills. However, we noticed that this challenge is also relevant
in RSD contexts, where technology increases the need to learn new skill sets in order to manage quality. We highlight
the need for building quality engineering skills to overcome challenges related to limited expertise in QRs, similar to the
latest world quality report [1].
Although we found strategies for handling security in ASD and RSD, security remains being a concern. One reason can
be the difficulty in meeting all aspects of security. It is also possible that rapid release cycles in ASD and RSD are
problematic for QRs such as security. Thus, security receives more attention than other QRs. We observe similar trends
in a recent world quality report by Capgnemini [1], where enhancing security is identified as the highest objective of IT
strategy by respondents from ASD and RSD companies.
We observed that privacy requirements are also investigated less compared to security in ASD. The primary studies we
found address privacy together with other QRs, e.g., AFFINE framework, which enabled earlier consideration of QRs
(privacy, security, and usability mainly) [S26, S27], and threat poker method for analyzing security and privacy risks in
ASD [S149]. A potential reason that privacy is under investigated in ASD and RSD, can be that activities related to
privacy are perceived and treated separately from software development [S144]. Regarding, demands of regulations
such as GDPR (General Data Protection regulation) on IT systems [S149], and the limited research investigating
privacy in ASD and RSD, it is important that SE industry recognize the significance of privacy issues. Moreover, ASD
and RSD teams and management should invest and acquire skills and resources on privacy issues. Safety is another QR
that received less attention among the primary studies. One reason can be that safety is considered as silo activity from
actual software development. On the other hand, it is possible that the standard regulations and conformances, which
require strict documentation for ensuring safety [S138], are less feasible with ASD and RSD.
Finally, the results of classifying authors’ affiliations (see Fig. 2 (a)) indicate the need for enhancing academia–industry
collaborations and contributions from the industry. Academia–industry collaborations guarantee the applicability and
impact of SE research [66]. Furthermore, they help identify research problems and propose solutions that are relevant to
both the industry and academia.
5.3 Implications for SE education
Our findings suggest that SE education should incorporate topics on QRs, and specific ways of handling them in ASD
and RSD contexts. For instance, students should be familiarized with product quality standards like ISO/IEC 25010, and
be aware of the significance of QRs, and their impacts on quality and cost. SE education can contribute in addressing
existing challenges (e.g. limited ability of ASD in handling QRs, limited expertise in QRs) by enabling students acquire
the required skills. Exercise sessions in RE and SE courses can be tailored to incorporate different strategies on
handling QRs in ASD and RSD contexts. It is also important that SE courses realize and meet the real needs of the SE
industry. For instance, modern RSD approaches require skills in continuous integration, automated testing and
deployment [S144]. Our findings also showed a need for addressing the limited expertise on QRs such as security both
in ASD and RSD context. In this regard, SE education should be up to date with the demands of the SE industry.
5.4 Related work
Alsaqaf et al. [10] investigated agile practices related to engineering QRs in large-scale ASD projects and solutions for
engineering QRs in ASD. They report practices of face-to-face communication, delivery stories, test-driven
development (TDD), and iterative emergence of requirements, frequent requirement prioritization, and pair
programming. Our results reveal similar practices such as clear discussion and communication about QRs among
customers and agile team members [S31], delivery stories [S39], TDD focused on quality attributes [S20], and
incremental and iterative approaches (e.g. the incremental architecture approach [S63]). Schön et al. [11] identified
management strategies such as the AFFINE framework for integrating QRs [S26, S27] and NORMAP [S48] and
SENOR for eliciting QRs [S94], which are also included in our findings. We also found practices that use the definition
of ready of user stories [S104], practices that use artifacts (e.g., UserXstories to specify interactive usability stories in
ASD [S36], shadow backlogs for usability [S125], abuser stories to describe security requirements [S101, S143], and
misuse stories for security [S78, S143]). Moreover, our findings reveal practices for managing QRs in RSD, such as
experimentation with A/B testing [S85], automated testing, and monitoring and deployment of system security [S106],
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and framework to assist architecting continuous delivery by introducing QR and operational aspects [S152], which were
not discussed in previous secondary studies.
Villamizar et al. [22] identified approaches for handling security in ASD that introduce artifacts such as abuser story,
present approach for integrating security in Scrum, methods such as NORMAP [S48], and NERV [S42], and
NORMATIC tool [S48, S50], and guidelines for eliciting and documenting QRs [S132, 156], that are included in our
findings. They also reported a way for mapping security activities into Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM)
[67] that was not found in our study. We also found strategies such as Secure Feature Driven Development (SFDD)
[S54], and CIViT [S96] models, method to integrate security in feature driven development [S58], and tagging approach
to elicit security in ASD [S121], and practices of security oriented TDD [S95] that were not reported in their study.
Silva et al. [48] identified artifacts in ASD, such as user stories, scenarios, personas, low-fidelity prototypes and
practices for close collaboration, little design upfront, and the need for a big picture to deal with usability in ASD. We
found similar practices (e.g., those utilizing scenarios and low-fidelity prototypes) that were oriented towards QRs in
general in addition to usability in particular. Our findings also reveal methods such as usability pattern-based analysis,
InterMod, and U-Scrum; practices that apply artifacts, such as UserXstories, shadow backlogs, introduction of usability
expert roles; models such as the agile usability software model and US-Scrum; tools such as POLVO and SQUISH;
frameworks such as UCD; and guidelines and advice for developing clear usability goals.
We found 18 categories of challenges and four non-recurring challenges. The limited ability of ASD to handle QRs was
the most popular category (see Table 3). This challenge relates to the insufficiency of user stories and the lack of
techniques for identifying, eliciting, modeling, planning, and visualizing QRs in ASD. Inayat et al. [18] also reported
the limitations of agile approaches in handling QRs. Alsaqaf et al. [10] reported similar challenges—inability of user
stories to document QRs, and agile does not provide a widely accepted technique for gathering the QRs—as two
separate categories. In our SMS, we found primary studies that focused on addressing these limitations. For instance,
artifacts such as evil user stories (to address security) [S12], UserXstories (to create user interaction stories) [S36], the
NFRusCOM card of the NERV method [S42], and abuser stories (to create security requirements) [S101] were used to
overcome the inadequacy of user stories for specifying QRs in ASD.
Neglect of QRs, which is the third most common challenge in our SMS, was also reported in previous secondary studies
[10,11,16–18,21]. We found that ASD teams ignore QRs for different reasons. For instance, teams focus on the delivery
of functional features, wait until QR features and problems become visible, or completely rely on the infrastructure and
environment of their organization to address specific QRs. However, it is important that ASD teams recognize the
significance of QRs and handle them properly during the development process. We found several strategies that focus
on overcoming this challenge, such as weaving quality attribute concern data into the software lifecycle [S18],
prototyping with a focus on quality [S19], early consideration and discussion of QRs by teams and customers [S41], by
helping ASD teams to focus on QRs.
Compared to Alsaqaf et al. [10], we found 11 new categories of challenges of managing QRs. These are time
constraints due to short iterations, limitations of testing QRs, customers’ lack of awareness of QRs, overlooking of QRs
by customers, lack of an overall picture of QRs, prioritization of only business value, budget limitations, unclear
responsibilities regarding management of QRs, QR documentation challenges, communication challenges, and unclear
QRs. We also found three non-recurring challenges: absence of security and privacy experts in feature implementation
discussions in RSD, slow feedback loop for meeting QR, and forgotten usability goals. On the other hand, the findings
from Alsaqaf et al. [10] reveal 12 challenges, five of which were not included in our study. These include product
owner’s heavy workload, insufficient availability of product owner, insufficient requirement analysis, dependence on
the product owner as a single point to collect requirements, and focusing on delivering functionality at the cost of
architecture flexibility.
We found six challenges of managing QRs that were not reported in previous secondary studies: time constraint due to
short iterations, lack of an overall picture of QRs, overlooking of QRs by customers, unclear responsibilities regarding
management of QRs, unclear QRs, and absence of security and privacy experts in feature implementation discussions in
RSD. We also found customers’ lack of awareness of QRs, prioritization of only business value, budget limitations, QR
documentation challenges, and QR communication challenges. However, we observed that other secondary studies
[11,16–18] have reported closely related findings as general challenges of RE in ASD. These challenges include
customers’ insufficient knowledge on domain, challenges from requirements documentation, communication,
prioritization, budget limitations and lack of information.
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Security, performance, usability, maintainability, and reliability are the top five most frequently reported QRs in our
study. Similarly, Zou et al. [68] found that usability and reliability are the most commonly discussed types of QRs
among developers after analyzing stack overflow data (i.e., posts and comments related to QRs). The authors also
identified that maintainability and efficiency received less emphasis among developers in their study. While our
findings regarding usability, maintainability, and reliability are in line with the findings of Zou et al. [68], security,
which was the most frequently reported type of QR in our study, received no attention among the developers in their
study. One possible reason for this disparity is the significance of security in ASD and RSD [1]. In addition, security
requirements may be more difficult to discuss, and developers may lack skills concerning security-related issues [S31],
thus leading to less discussion of security among developers.

6. Conclusion
Due to advancements in technology and highly competitive markets, ASD and RSD are a necessity for fast delivery of
software. Ensuring high software quality is greatly important in such development approaches. QRs affect software
quality and have economic implications on software development, and they play an important role in determining the
success of ASD and RSD projects.
In this study, we explored the management of QRs in ASD and RSD through classification and synthesis of 156
primary studies. Our findings revealed the extensive work carried out in primary studies, affirming the significance and
relevance of the topic for both researchers and the industry. The domain classification reinforces the significance of
QRs in various domains, especially technology and industrial goods and services.
We found that 68% (106 of the 156 primary studies) were empirical studies, while 10% (16) were experience reports.
This is an encouraging finding, as the knowledge produced by these primary studies is based on investigation of QRs in
real-life contexts and the lessons learnt while dealing with QRs.
Regarding QR type, security was the primary focus of many primary studies investigating the management of QRs in
ASD. However, deployability, performance and availability received a higher priority than security among the 13
primary studies investigating the management of QRs in RSD.
We found 143 primary studies proposing QR management strategies, 93 of which were empirical. We identified a
comprehensive list of strategies, including 74 practices, 43 methods, 13 models, 12 frameworks, 11 advices, 10 tools,
and 7 guidelines. The QR management strategies mainly focused on addressing the limited ability of ASD to handle
QRs and neglect of QRs.
We also found 18 categories and 4 non-recurring challenges of managing QRs. The limited ability of ASD to handle
QRs, time constraints due to short iteration cycles, limitations in testing QRs, and neglect of QRs were the most
significant challenges reported in the literature. We also found challenges such as unclear QRs, QR documentation
challenges and lack of an overall picture of QRs, which are indicators of technical debt.
For researchers, our work identifies important research gaps, such as the need for more tools and guidelines supporting
management of QRs, improvement in the reporting of research rigor aspects by empirical studies, and investigation of
the link between QRs and technical debt in ASD and RSD. Additionally, time constraints due to short iteration cycles,
limitations regarding testing of QRs, lack of awareness and overlooking of QRs by customers are significant challenges
that need to be focused upon by future research proposing QR management strategies in ASD and RSD. Future QRs
management strategies aiming to address the limitations of testing QRs, should also consider cross-functional aspects of
QRs. Security remains being a concern in ASD and RSD, and researchers should give enough attention towards
addressing it. Our findings also indicate that, despite the various evaluations and applications of QR management
strategies in specific contexts, they have not been validated in varying or wider contexts. Therefore, we encourage that
future studies do this to increase the generalizability of their findings.
For the SE industry, our work synthesizes QR management strategies and challenges and maps strategies to challenges,
which may be beneficial for practitioners. Additionally, our study shows the need for increasing the contributions of the
SE industry and academia–industry collaborations on this topic.
For SE education, our work reveals the need for improving SE and RE education by covering aspects of QRs in ASD
and RSD. Moreover, it shows the need for tailoring these courses to meet up to date needs of the SE industry.
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Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement no. 732253.
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Appendix A. Data properties
D1.1 Publication year: The year of publication.
D1.2 Publication venue: The place that the study was published (i.e., conference, workshop, journal, book chapter).
D1.3 Type of research (empirical/theoretical/experience report):





Empirical: A study that bases its findings on direct empirical evidence. The following empirical research
methods were reported by the authors of the primary studies:
o Case study: A case study or exploratory study in which the researchers analyze and answer predefined
questions for one or multiple cases.
o Survey: A study that administers a survey through questionnaires, observations, or interviews.
o Action research: A study that applies a research idea in practice and evaluates the results (i.e., a cross
between an experiment and a case study).
o Experiment: A study that empirically investigates causal relations and processes.
o Statistics analysis: A study that performs quantitative analysis on real-life project data.
o Mixed method: A study that uses several research methods.
o In addition, empirical studies applying interviews, and observations.
Theoretical: A study that is based on an understanding of a certain field but lacks empirical evidence to support
its findings or suggestions.
Experience report: A study that reports the lessons learned. Unlike empirical studies, experience reports
usually do not present the details on study design, validity and research questions.

D1.4 Reported domain: The domain (e.g., telecommunication, automotive) that is the focus of the study.
D1.5 QR type: The type of QR that is explicitly stated in the primary study (e.g., usability, security).
D1.6 Research rigor: The research method of an empirical study. Following Ivarsson and Gorschek [56], the context,
study design, and validity are scored as weak (0), medium (0.5), or strong (1).








Context (e.g., development mode, speed, company maturity)
o A strong description (1) describes the context to a degree that the reader can understand and compare it
to another context. This involves descriptions of the development mode (e.g., market-driven),
development speed (e.g., short time to market), or company maturity (e.g., start-up, market leader).
o A medium description (0.5) briefly mentions or presents the context in which the study is performed,
but not to a degree that a reader can understand and compare it to another context.
o A weak description (0) has no description of the context in which the evaluation was performed.
Study design/research method (i.e., measured variables, treatments, controls used in the study)
o A strong description (1) describes the study design to a degree that a reader can understand the
variables measured, the control used, the treatment(s), the selection/sampling method used, and so on.
o A medium description (0.5) briefly describes the study design (e.g., “six researchers performed steps 1,
2 and 3”).
o A weak description (0) does not describe the study design of the presented evaluation.
Validity (i.e., threats to validity, measures/mitigations to limit threats)
o A strong description (1) discusses the validity of the evaluation in detail, describing threats and
providing details regarding measures to limit them. Also, different types of threats to validity (e.g.,
conclusion, internal, external, and construct) are described.
o A medium description (0.5) mentions the validity of the study, but provides no details.
o A weak description (0) does not describe any threats to the validity of the evaluation.
Total research rigor value (i.e., the sum of the context, study design, and validity values)

D1.7 Industrial relevance: Includes aspects such as subjects, context, scale, and research method. Following Ivarsson
and Gorschek [56], industrial relevance is scored as: “contributes to relevance” (1) and “does not contribute to
relevance” (0).
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Evaluation of the realism of the study environment
o Subjects (practitioners, students, researchers)
 The subjects contribute to relevance (1) if they represent the intended users of the technology
(i.e., industrial professionals).







The subjects do not contribute to relevance (0) if they are not representatives of the intended
users of the technology (e.g., students) or the study does not mention subjects.
o Context (industrial setting)
 The evaluation contributes to relevance (1) if it is performed in a setting that represents the
intended usage (i.e., an industrial setting).

The evaluation does not contribute to relevance (0) if it occurs in a laboratory or a setting that
does not represent a real usage situation.
o Scale (realistic size, usefulness, scalability)
 The scale of the application contributes to relevance (1) if it is of realistic size (i.e., industrial
scale).
 The scale of the application does not contribute to relevance (0) if it is of unrealistic size (e.g., toy
examples).
Evaluation of the research method
 The research method contributes to relevance (1) if it facilitates investigating real situations, is
relevant to practitioners, and explicitly stated. Research methods that contribute to relevance may
include case studies, surveys, interviews, controlled experiments, and action research.
 The research method does not contribute to relevance (0) if it does not investigate a real situation
(e.g., conceptual analysis, laboratory experiment, software experiment).
Total industrial relevance (i.e., the sum of the subjects, context, scale, and research method values)

D1.8 Authors’ affiliation: Refers to whether the authors of the paper are from academia, the industry, or both (i.e.,
academia–industry collaboration).
D2. Strategy to manage QRs: Explicitly stated advice, frameworks, guidelines, methods, models, practices, and tools for
managing QRs in ASD and RSD. We adapted the classification used in [58,59] and introduced definitions of practices
and advice to classify strategies that were not explicitly reported in the aforementioned classification. Thus, our
classification includes the following:








Advice: recommendations and suggestions for managing QRs
Frameworks: conceptual maps for managing QRs
Guidelines: systematically synthesized list of advice and recommendations for managing QRs
Method: approaches and procedures for managing QRs
Models: representation of an observed reality to help manage QRs
Practices: applications of activities, ideas, and artefacts for managing QRs
Tools: applications and technologies for managing QRs

D3 Challenges: Challenges reported in literature regarding management of QRs in ASD and RSD.

Appendix B. Quality requirement management strategies
NB Primary studies marked with * report QR management strategies in RSD. Practices, methods, models, frameworks,
and tools occurring in more than one primary study are bolded. Closely related practices (e.g., initial education on
security requirements [S7] and security training [S58]) are also bolded.
Primary
study

S7
S8
S9
S15

S17*
S18
S19
S20
S31
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QR management strategy

Category of
the strategy

Practices for addressing security in ASD (1.Initial education on requirements, 2.Identifying and enumerating Security
Requirements, 3.Agree on Definitions on requirements, 4.Applying Quality Gates (SDL) , 5.Secure Design Principles, 6.Counter
Measure Graphs during design phase, 7. Applying Vulnerability & Penetration and security testing in testing phase 8. Assigning
security experts)
Practice for establishing security requirements in XP via partitioning operations, and technical features of a system in the Planning
Game practice
Practices to integrate security principles in Scrum, 1.Security backlog used for security features analysis and implementation,
2.Security Master role managing security backlog in Scrum
1. Focus on adequate customer involvement, 2.focus on developers' awareness and expertise of security, and continuously improving
the development process for managing security in ASD
1. Automated database scripts to minimize update time during database release, configuration tools to enable automatic deployment, 2.
Clear understanding of stakeholder priorities and visibility of tradeoffs to make the right decisions for short and long-term
deployability.
Weaving quality attribute concerns into the life cycle of ASD
Prototyping with quality focus to integrate architecture practices in into Scrum.
1. Release planning with architecture consideration, 2. Prototyping with quality attribute focus, 3.Test driven development with
quality attribute focus and 4. architectural change that promotes stability in rapid fielding
1. Discuss non-functional aspects during project inception, sprint planning and user story development, 2.Team members reviewing

Practices

QRs and testing needs, 3.Clear communication between team members and customer, 4.Work with a quality mindset
S32
S35
S36
S37
S39
S40

S41
S56
S58
S63
S69
S78
S79
S80
S82
S95
S98*
S101
S104
S106*
S109
S112
S113
S119
S122

S124
S125
S128

S129

S130
S312
S142*

S143
S154
S2
S10
S11
S23
S24
S25
S42
S43
S44
S46
S48
S49
S52
S57
S59
S64
S67
S70
S73
S74
S75
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1. Automated and continuous strategy to test robustness and performance; 2. Involving the product owner while defining what the
success criteria for robustness and performance
Iterative security architecture practice
Apply UserX Stories to write interactive stories for usability in ASD
Performance tests to address performance issues in ASD
Practice of prioritizing QRs (establishing delivery story teams where delivery teams are defining architecture that meets all QRs,
capturing QRs in user stories, use of delivery stories)
Establishing architecture group responsible for addressing architectural management, development quality, and technical debt in ASD
Practices for considering QRs in ASD (1. RE practices that consider NFRs in ASD feasibility study to determine system scope,
2.Early discussion on QRs between customers and agile team leaders, 3. Requirements elicitation through interviews, brainstorming,
ethnography and requirements documentation )
1. Applying state machines to design safety critical systems in ASD, 2. Applying continuous automated unit testing and 100% code
coverage to ensure software quality in ASD of safety critical systems
1. Security training and 2. Defining fundamental security architecture before iterations commence to manage security in XP
Incremental agile approach to architecture to address tradeoffs between performance, availability, security, and usability
Liaison officer with requirements engineering role for addressing quality requirements and other stakeholder problems in ASD
1. Practices of misuse stories, automated testing of misuse stories and 2. Security review meetings after each iteration to address
security in ASD
Applying standard NFR tests where implementation is stopped and actions taken when deviations from ideal behavior is observed in
ASD of embedded systems
Prototyping with a focus on reviewing big picture at steady interval and reviewing prototypes with a focus on QRs
1.Quality scenarios to discover QR, 2.Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW) during XP's story production to elicit quality attribute
requirements in the form of scenarios with the help of stakeholders
1.Security Backlog and 2.Security-oriented TDD in ASD
Experimentation through A/B testing to improve performance and customer satisfaction in continuous delivery
Using abuser stories for describing security briefly and enabling security traceability in ASD
Product owner specifies Definition of ready for user stories that contains architecture criteria on QRs
DevOps activities, such as automated monitoring, automated testing, and automated deployment of software can be helpful to a
system’s security
Applying System Story to collect features related non-functional requirements that cannot be allocated in user stories
Applying dedicated software architecture for addressing quality requirements in ASD
Involving Usability expert role in ASD to address usability
Discount usability (Scenarios, Card Sorting, Heuristic evaluation and thinking aloud) techniques in XP to address usability issues
Practices for addressing security in Scrum (1.Reﬂective discovery of security needs, 2.Value and prioritization of security work,
3.Security expertise and security consultancy, 4.Veriﬁcation and feedback with a focus on security)
Practices to address usability in ASD (1. Low-fi prototypes, 2.Testing in between iterations with the application users, Usability
designers and developers work in parallel, Usability designers should be involved in the project, 3.Usability designers should be fully
integrated into the development team, 4.End users should be involved in the project, 5.Employ workshops to introduce usability
work)
1.Applying shadow backlog to address usability, 2.organizing training sessions on usability and concretizing usability designers'
knowledge on new systems
Stress tests to determine the stability of the system and guarantee robustness, availability and no catastrophic crashing under heavy
loads
1. Maintaining an assumption wiki-page 2.Use multiple product backlogs to include requirements of different viewpoints 3.Use
automated monitoring tools 4. Reserve part of the sprint for important QRs 5.Sprint allocation based on multiple PBs 6.using
preparation team to define QRs 7.Establish component team handling QRs of individual component 8.Establish QR specialist
team 9.Use innovation and planning iteration
1. Maintaining an assumption wiki-page 2.Use multiple product backlogs to include requirements of different viewpoints 3.Use
automated monitoring tools 4. Reserve part of the sprint for important QRs 5.Sprint allocation based on multiple PBs 6.using
preparation team to define QRs 7.Establish component team handling QRs of individual component 8.Establish QR specialist
team 9.Use innovation and planning iteration
1. Use artifacts: epics, features, acceptance criteria and Definition of Done to document QRs in product and sprint backlogs QR 2. Use
wiki-pages 3.Use mockups, wireframes, whiteboards and flipcharts to communicate QRs
Practice to address security in DevOps (1.Good documentation and logging 2.Strong collaboration and communication 3.Enforcement
of separation of roles)
Practices to address security in ASD (1. Organizational (information security strategy, raise security awareness at managerial and
developers level) 2.Team practices (security training, regular communication, adequate composition and competency of team)
3.Project practices (project security planning, customer involvement and applying misuse cases, abuser stories to handle security)
Use of personas by product owners to understand users and their requirement in ASD
Non-Functional Requirements Analysis Approach
SEAP (Security-Enhanced Agile Software Development Process)
Three tactics that support rapid and agile stability: aligning feature-based development and system decomposition, creating an
architectural runway, and using matrix teams
SEAP (Security-Enhanced Agile Software Development Process)
Extended planning game to address security in XP
Approach combining model driven architecture and Agile framework to deal with QRs in ASD
NERV methodology (Nonfunctional Requirements Elicitation, Reasoning, and Validation in Agile Processes)
Method for Elicitation, Documentation and Validation of User Requirements (MEDoV)
Method for Elicitation, Documentation and Validation of User Requirements (MEDoV)
EAST (extended agile security testing)
Non-functional Requirements Modeling for Agile Processes (NORMAP) methodology
Artifacts that enable Non-functional Requirements Modeling for Agile Processes (NORMAP) methodology
Non-functional Requirements Planning (NORPLAN)
Approach for Integrating security into Feature-Driven Development (FDD)
Innovation requirement elicitation
Evolutionary project management (Evo) method with a feature for specifying quality goals for QRs
Requirements engineering methodology considering QRs at early stages of ASD
Architecturally Savy Personas (ASP-Lite) approach to address QRs in ASD
Use case patterns catalogue driven requirements engineering approach also addressing QRs
ACRUM (Attribute-driven sCrum) which is a quality attribute driven agile development
A method to add security activities in ASD with a tunable parameter controlling agile characteristic of the process.

Method

S81
S82
S85
S86
S87
S88
S89
S91
S92
S93
S94
S97
S99
S108
S110
S111
S116
S118
S120
S121
S134
S135
S149
S153
S155
S5
S6
S28
S29
S34
S54
S55
S60
S68
S83*
S96*
S100
S105
S131
S5
S13
S14
S48
S50
S53*
S55
S62
S79
S114
S147
S4
S26
S27
S47
S51
S66
S102
S117
S136
S146
S150
S151
S152*
S12
S38*
S81
S127
S132
S140
S156
S3
S13
S21
S30
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Usability-pattern based requirement-analysis method
Approach to combine XP and software architecture design considering QRs
InterMod to address usability in ASD
secure Scrum
CEP methodology (capturing, eliciting and prioritizing NFRs) in ASD
CEP methodology (capturing, eliciting and prioritizing NFRs) in ASD
ScrumS (an agile method aimed to improve system quality, reliability and security)
CRUISER agile cross-discipline user interface and software engineering lifecycle
Method for managing QRs in ASD
S-Scrum (Secure Scrum)
SENoR (Structured Elicitation of Non-functional Requirements)
Scenario-based usability technique to manage usability in XP
Method extending ASD to produce acceptably secure software
Approach for the embodiment of security activity in ASD
Approach to handling security and performance NFRs in projects involving big data and cloud, using Scrum
XWebProcess tailored ASD method to deal with QRs
U-SCRUM for addressing usability in Scrum
Method for integrating security requirements n ASD
Agent oriented modelling (AOM) approach using goal modeling and behavioral scenarios to elicit and represent requirements
including QRs in ASD
Tagging approach to elicit security requirements in ASD
Q-Rapids, data driven method to elicit, assess and document QRs in ASD
Proposes machine learning approach to automatically analyze user stories and identify QRs in ASD
Threat poker as team based method to assess security and privacy risks in ASD
Integrated approach of discount usability and UCD with scrum to address usability
S-Scrum that integrates system theoretic process analysis to address safety in Scrum in safety critical systems
Agile NFR traceability model
Hybrid model for prioritizing requirements including QRs in Scrum
Model for integrating usability into ASD
Agile Usability Software Model
RASP (Risk-Based, Architecture-Centric Strategic Prototyping) model
Secure Feature Driven Development (SFDD) Model
Agile NFR traceability model
Enhanced Scrum model with security backlog and security master
software Performance Requirements Evolution Model (PREM) to specify and validate performance requirements in ASD
Modified Non-homogeneous Poisson process model to model and analyze software reliability in open source software
CIViT model for visualizing end to end testing, supporting QR testing in continuous integration
SMM [Story cards based Requirements engineering Maturity Model] to identify QRs and improve quality in ASD

Model

US-Scrum model (hybrid model based on Feature Driven Development (FDD) and Scrum principles to accommodate quality focus in
terms of correctness, security and usability
Traceability process model of ASD for Tracing NFR change impact (TANC)
SAgile tool to trace NFRs in ASD
Declarative authorization plugin tool using Domain-speciﬁc Language (DSL) to address security in ASD
Change Assistant GUI tool to support authorization in ASD
NORMATIC for visualizing and modeling NFRs in ASD
NORMATIC for visualizing and modeling NFRs in ASD
Perflab tool to assess how new code affects performance in continuous deployment
SAgile tool to trace NFRs in ASD
POLVO tool to address usability in ASD
SQUISH Usability automation tool in ASD
J3DPerfUnit tool to support specification and testing of performance requirements in ASD
NFRs recommendation system for scrum based projects
UCD framework to address usability in ASD
AFFINE (Agile Framework For Integrating Nonfunctional requirements Enginee)
AFFINE (Agile Framework For Integrating Nonfunctional requirements Enginee)
RE-KOMBINE framework to support light weight requirements process in ASD
NORVIEW, planning and visualization framework that would be used to schedule software non-functional requirements
implementations in ASD
Framework to address security in ASD
Secure Scrum, an extension of the software development framework Scrum.
Agile security framework
Secure software development framework to address security in ASD
Framework to integrate UX in ASD
Architectural refactoring framework to attain required levels of NFR’s through formalizing Spikes and DoD’s within Scrum practices
Framework to help in understanding and implementing usability in ASD
Framework to support the process of (re-) architecting for continuous delivery and deployment (RSD) by considering QRs
Set of guidelines for integrating Agile methods and security in Agile Projects
Catalog of DevOps patterns to scale web applications using cloud services (addressing scalability, availability and performance)
Guideline to transform user tasks into a set of application features on a UI page, and then to integrate requirements analysis results
with probated usability factors – usability properties and patterns
Guidelines for XP to better deal with the requirements in the development of secure software
Guidelines proposal for documenting QRs in ASD, according to their scope and detail
Guidelines to address usability in ASD
QR elicitation guidelines for ASD
Suggestion for more focus on security in every step of development and increasing security awareness among stakeholder in ASD
Suggestions for systematic threat analysis and risk assessment to get understanding of which security aspects to focus in ASD
Apply quality assurance methods to address security in AD at least twice in the development lifecycle: once after first several
iterations in a project, and once closer to the end, i.e., several iterations before the system is expected to be shipped.
A clear usability perspective is needed from the project management as well as the organizational context for successful integration of
the user perspective in Scrum. People also need to have the skill to be able to shoulder the responsibility for usability, and to work

Tool

Framework

Guidelines

Advices

with usability in complex settings
S37

S45
S61
S84
S103
S133

Product owners should have more security awareness
Having an UE domain expert in the development team also assures that generic Usability Requirements are taken into account during
requirement gathering activities; it is necessary to explicitly involve users on-site for certain UE activities instead of different customer
stakeholders; design decisions can consider Usability Requirements and technical constraints in an easy and early stage
Clarify the non-functional requirements early in the project.
Make performance requirements explicit early, and plan proper levels of testing
Security audits by consultants, developer trainings and security experts need to combine their security knowledge with insights of a
company’s organizational structures and prevailing development practices
Suggest to include Safety team member to address safety in ASD
Provide security education, also conducting incident response exercises in DeVops for both developers and operations

S137*
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